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Dear Stillness Families 

 

The School Health Immunisation team will be offering the flu vaccination to 

children who were inadvertently missed during their recent visit to the 

school.   

 

I have attached their information flyer to this round up page for more 

information. 

 

Have a great weekend. 

 

Mrs M Nichol - Headteacher 

 

Y3 News  

 

It has been another wonderful week in Y3!  Lots of learning and fun. 

  

This week we have been continuing with Black History Month activities, looking at influential black 

people such as Walter Tull and Malorie Blackman. This will be happening all throughout the month.  

In English we were looking at different instructional text types and creating a toolkit. Next week we 

will planning our own set of instructions and beginning to write them. 

In maths, we looked at methods to add and subtract 1s and 10s that cross into a different place value; 

next week we will be spotting patterns when we add and subtract across the 100s.  

  

The children explored the benefits of exercise to the human body in science and next week they will 

be conducting an experiment to see the benefits in action.  

In RE we learnt about the Sangha (Buddhist community) and then explored what it means to be part 

of a community; in particular how we all share a common community. Next week, we will look at 

Buddhist temples. 

 

The children completed their Skara Brae posters in topic; they were fascinated to learn that houses 

were found underground! Next week we will explore the roles of tribal communities and how this 

influenced everyday life. 

  

Don’t forget:  

• Black History month activities have started  

• Spelling tests on Fridays  

• Your child should come to school in their PE kit on Wednesdays 

  

Have a great weekend! 

 

Mrs R Gachette – Y3 Lead 

 

Y5 News 

  

It has been another wonderful week in Y5 where we have focused on our mental health 

and wellbeing as on Monday, it was World Mental Health Day.  To compliment this, 

as always on a Friday, we had our Y5 Assembly where we focused on all the positives for 

the week as well as giving out some certificates to celebrate achievement, which is a 

lovely way to end the week. In English, the children have now finished their explanation 

text about an Olympic sport and you will be able to log onto Google Classroom to find 

their published work - if you are having problems accessing Google Classroom from 

home please email us and we can send you the login details (however the children do 

login every Friday and should know their logins). In Maths, we have been looking at 

Fraction concepts like adding and subtracting fractions with the same denominator, 

equivalent fractions and improper and proper fractions. We will continue this into next 

week, looking at adding mixed fractions and comparing fractions. In Science, we have 

been looking at Earth & Space where we have looked at the sun and telling the time 

around the world - this will prepare us for your Discovery Day the Greenwich 

Observatory. 

Don’t forget: 

• Please give permission via Parent Pay for our Greenwich Observatory 

Discovery Day on Thursday 24th November  

• If your child needs a packed lunch for this trip please email the Y5 team 

• To practice the weekly spellings 

• 10 minutes a week of TT Rockstars is recommended.  

 

Have a wonderful weekend & we will see you on Monday. 

 

Miss A Curtis – Y5 Lead 

 

Y4 News 

 

We have had an exciting week. It started with us looking at the results of our 

egg experiment. The children loved investigating how the liquids had 

changed the egg shell and explained how these findings answered our 

investigation question "How do liquids damage tooth enamel?" Next week in 

both Topic and Science we will be looking at animal food chains. In English, 

we have been learning the actions for our fantasy story 'Simone's Problem'. 

In this story, Simone's pencil case equipment comes alive and cause lots of 

problems. In our lessons this week we designed a new character for the 

story, wrote our own endings and wrote a letter to Simone from the point of 

view of a stationery character. Next week, we will have a go at writing out 

own story that includes an object coming alive. In Spanish this week we have 

been designing a zoo and writing sentences about the animals you can find 

there. We will continue to practice this more next week. In Maths, we have 

just started our subtraction unit and have revisited the column method to 

subtract with exchanges. Next week, we will look at making good 

estimations and how to check answers. Finally, we have seen a huge amount 

of children using timetable rock stars at home. We are so impressed by all 

the children trying hard to improve their speed. Keep it up! 

 

Miss M Rooney – Y4 Lead 

 

 

Y6 News  

 
We have had a lovely week in Y6. We have continued to be inspired by 

black people like Courtney Pine, Mohammed Ali and Amanda Gorman. 

Please feel free to extend our celebrations by finding more about what 

impact they have made at home! 

 

In Maths, we have consolidated short division and division using factors. 

Next week, we will introduce long division and solving reasoning questions 

using methods taught. We have started our newspaper reports in English - 

writing as a reporter during The Blitz. As well as concentrate on reported 

and direct speech, we are focussing on fronted adverbials to give extra 

information to the reader. 

 

We have concluded our investigation in Science, analysing our data and 

proving our prediction right or wrong. Our final Science lesson will be 

receiving and interpreting morse code – so start preparing your secret 

messages! 

 

With one more week to go, we are cruising to the half term!  Have a 

wonderful weekend, 

 

Mrs L Threadgold – Y6 Lead 

 

 

Dear Parents and Carers 

We are looking for hand puppets to use in our Wellbeing 

Room.  If you have any that you would like to donate to 

the school – they will be gratefully received. 

These will be used for our ELSA interventions with the 

children. 

Thank you. 

Mrs L Kelly – Learning Mentor 


